
First Quarter 

FAS #3 

●MS8-LA-W.01.00.0 Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and 

relevant evidence 

Standards 
●Introduce claims, acknowledge and distinguish the claims from alternate or 

opposing claims, and organize the reasons and evidence logically, including 

writing with a focus on religious topics and themes 

●Support claims with logical reasoning and relevant evidence, using accurate, 

credible sources and demonstrating and understanding of the topic or text 

●Establish and maintain a formal style 

●Offer critical opinion, analysis of reading or alternate points of view in writing 

Objectives (basic; structural) 

I can: 

●Effectively use pre-writing techniques like mind maps, t-charts, and graphic 

organizers 

●Use MLA format correctly, including formatting a works cited page 

●Craft thorough and specific topic sentences 

●Persuade the reader using text evidence and analysis 

Projects 

●MLA Format 

●Writing Formative assessment 

●12 sentence paragraph: Argumentative/Persuasive Writing 

 

Second Quarter 

FAS #2 

●MS8-LA-L.02.00.0 Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 

English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing. 

Standards 
●Draw evidence from literary or information texts to support analysis reflection 

and research 

●Use appropriate and varied transitions to create cohesion and clarify the 

relationships among ideas concepts 

●Use precise language and domain-specific vocabulary to inform about or explain 

the topic. 

Objectives (expanded; specified) 

I can: 
●Punctuate correctly 

●Paraphrase precisely and effectively 

●Write an engaging introductory paragraph with a coherent, complete thesis 

●Vary sentence structure (simple, compound, complex, clauses) 

●Revise based on feedback 

Projects 

●Political articles Evaluation Essay 

●Socratic Seminar/Critical Thinking 

●Timed essays 

●Real world letter 

●Knights of Columbus Essay 

Third Quarter 

FAS #3 

●MS8-LA-L.01.00.0 Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 

English grammar usage when writing or speaking 

●MS8-LA-L.01.A.0 Emphasize knowledge and use of verbs (gerunds, infinitives, 

active v passive voice, moods, and inappropriate shifts in voice and mood)   

[antecedents, modifiers, irregular verbs, pronoun usage] 

Standards 
●Produce a variety of effective and coherent organizational patterns, including 

comparison and contrast; maintain style appropriate to ask, purpose and audience 

●Craft a concluding statement or section that follows from the argument presented 

Objectives (improving; building) 

I can: 
●Analyze showing understanding of theme, character, or literary devices 

●Write responses to literature that demonstrate critical thinking skills 

●Write a solid, thought-provoking conclusion 

Projects 

●Short Story Unit-Literary/Character Analysis 

●Poetry Analysis 

●Poetry Writing 

 

 

Fourth Quarter 

FAS #4 

●MS8-LA-W.08.00.0 Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital 

sources using search terms effectively; assess the credibility and accuracy of each 

source; and quote or paraphrase the data and conclusions of others while avoiding 

plagiarism and following a standard format for citation. 

Standards 

●Conduct research projects and evaluate sources to answer a question and to 

generate additional related, focused questions that allow for multiple avenues of 

exploration  

●Create oral arguments that persuade by engaging the audience 

●Participate as knowledgeable, reflective, creative, and critical members of 

literary communities 

Objectives (summative; polishing) 

I can:  

●Paraphrase effectively and accurately 

●Develop public speaking skills 

●Incorporate content-based transitions effectively 

●Develop ideas using multiple sources and assess the credibility of sources 

Projects 

●Speech 

●Socratic Seminars 

●Research Paper 



 


